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Abstract: Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) is a popular programming model for building serverless
applications, supported by all major cloud providers and many open-source software frameworks.
One of the main challenges for FaaS providers is providing fault-tolerance for the deployed appli-
cations. The basic fault-tolerance mechanism in current FaaS platforms is automatically retrying
function invocations. Although the retry mechanism is well suited for transient faults, it incurs
delays in recovering from other types of faults, such as node crashes. This paper proposes the inte-
gration of a Request Replication mechanism in FaaS platforms and describes how this integration
was implemented in a well-known, open-source platform. The paper provides a detailed experi-
mental comparison of the proposed mechanism with the retry mechanism and an Active-Standby
mechanism under different failure scenarios.
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Réplication de requêtes pour la tolérance aux pannes de
FaaS

Résumé : Le Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) est un modèle de programmation populaire pour la
création d’applications sans serveur, pris en charge par tous les principaux fournisseurs de cloud
et de nombreux frameworks logiciels open source. L’un des principaux défis pour les fournisseurs
de FaaS est de fournir une tolérance aux pannes pour les applications déployées. Le mécanisme
de base de tolérance aux pannes des plates-formes FaaS actuelles réessaie automatiquement les
appels de fonction. Bien que le mécanisme de nouvelle tentative soit bien adapté aux pannes
transitoires, il entraîne des retards dans la récupération d’autres types de pannes, telles que les
pannes de nœuds. Cet article propose l’intégration d’un mécanisme de réplication de requêtes
dans les plates-formes FaaS et décrit comment cette intégration a été implémentée dans une
plate-forme open source bien connue. L’article fournit une comparaison expérimentale détaillée
du mécanisme proposé avec le mécanisme de nouvelle tentative et un mécanisme Active-Standby
sous différents scénarios de panne.

Mots-clés : Tolérance aux pannes, FaaS, disponibilité, serverless
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1 Introduction

Serverless computing is a new computing paradigm for developing distributed cloud-based sys-
tems [1, 2]. This paradigm is principally supported by Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) platforms,
which allow developers to write and deploy functions without being concerned with provisioning,
configuring, and managing servers. Developers can thus concentrate on the logic and business
value of their applications while the cloud provider takes full responsibility for managing the
underlying infrastructure. Several FaaS platforms are commercially available, such as Amazon
Lambda [3], Google Functions [4], and Azure functions [5], or distributed in open source, such
as Fission [6], OpenFaaS [7], Kubeless [8], and OpenWhisk [9].

One of the main challenges for FaaS providers is ensuring high availability for the deployed
functions. Indeed, high availability and built-in fault tolerance are touted as main features of
commercial FaaS platforms (e.g., [3]). Most current FaaS platforms support a basic form of fault-
tolerance through retrying function executions [4,6,10–13]. However, while the retry mechanism
allows coping with network delays, it incurs delays in recovering from other kinds of failures such
as node failures.

In the work described in the present paper [14], we propose to integrate an active replication
approach in FaaS frameworks in order to make failures transparent to the applications. The
proposed approach consists in replicating function call requests. We implemented it in Fission, a
popular open-source FaaS framework and compared it with existing fault-tolerance approaches.
This work significantly extends our previous work reported in [15] and in which we studied the
integration of the Active-Standby fault-tolerance approach in FaaS platforms. In this paper we
bring the following novel contributions:

• Study of the integration of an active replication fault-tolerance approach in a FaaS envi-
ronment;

• Implementation of an active replication scheme in the Fission FaaS platform by introducing
a Request Replication mechanism (Fission Request Replication);

• Comparative evaluation according to several metrics of Fission Vanilla (native retry mech-
anism), a new version of Fission Active-Standby (enhanced implementation of the fault-
tolerance approach proposed in [15]), and Fission Request Replication, using a stateless
computational application both in normal functioning and in various failure scenarios, in-
cluding pod and node failures and network delays;

• Insights on how to select a fault-tolerance approach according to the application type and
user requirements in terms of performance, resource consumption, and availability.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss related work. In
Section 3, we present Fission, an example of an open-source FaaS environment, which we used for
implementing and evaluating our proposed fault-tolerance approach. We describe two existing
fault-tolerance approaches in Section 4, namely the retry mechanism natively implemented in
Fission and the Active-Standby approach we studied in [15], and their implementation in Fission.
We present in Section 5 the Request Replication approach in the context of FaaS platforms and
its implementation in Fission. Section 6 is devoted to the experimental setup, and experimental
evaluation results are analysed in Section 7. We unfold lessons learnt in Section 8 and conclude
in Section 9.

RR n° 9444



4 Bouizem & Dib & Parlavantzas & Morin & Lahfa

2 Related Work
A wide range of mechanisms have been applied to support fault-tolerance in cloud systems [16].
We consider next only mechanisms related to serverless systems. The basic fault-tolerance mech-
anism in current commercial and open-source FaaS platforms is automatically retrying invoca-
tions. All major commercial platforms, such as AWS Lambda [10,11], Google Cloud Functions [4]
and Microsoft Azure Functions [12], provide automatic retry functionality to handle failures and
timeouts. For instance, AWS Lambda retries asynchronous invocations up to two times with a
delay between such retries. Some open-source FaaS platforms also support the retry mechanism,
including Fission and OpenFaaS, which retries asynchronous invocations with an exponential
back-off [13]. Our work adds two fault-tolerance mechanisms to FaaS platforms beyond auto-
matic retry.

Fault-tolerance in serverless systems can also be realised through using additional services
provided by cloud platforms. For instance, using Azure load-balancing and event ingestion ser-
vices, developers can deploy functions in different regions in an active-active or active-passive
pattern, which provides protection against disaster scenarios [17]. Using serverless orchestration
services (such as Google Workflows [18], AWS Step Functions [19], or Azure Durable Func-
tions [20]), developers can define workflows that coordinate functions, automatically retry failed
or timed-out invocations, and run custom code to handle different types of errors. For instance,
using AWS Step Functions, developers can resume failed workflows from the state at which they
failed [21]. Similar capabilities are provided by open-source orchestration frameworks, such as
Apache OpenWhisk Composer [22] or Faas-flow for OpenFaaS [23]. Our work provides fault-
tolerance mechanisms implemented within FaaS platforms without involving external services.

Recent research is investigating fault-tolerance for stateful serverless applications, composed
of multiple functions and interacting with storage services. [24] proposes inserting a layer between
commodity FaaS platforms and key-value stores to ensure atomic visibility of storage updates.
The proposed system assures fault tolerance by enforcing the read atomic consistency guarantee.
[25] describes a library and runtime for building transactional, fault-tolerant workflows on existing
serverless platforms. The system supports transactions within and across functions through
applying a log-based fault-tolerance approach. Our work focuses on ensuring fault-tolerance for
individual, stateless functions, rather than for stateful function compositions.

3 Fission FaaS Framework
This section presents Fission as an example of an open-source FaaS platform, which will be
used in all the experiments presented in this paper. The Fission [6] framework is dedicated
to serverless computing and is built on Kubernetes [26], an open-source container orchestrator.
The core Fission components are: Function Pods, Router, and Executor (see Figure 1). Function
Pods contain function-specific containers to serve requests coming from users. The requests are
also named function calls.

The Router receives a function call (message 1 in Figure 1) and forwards it to the corre-
sponding function pod, if it exists (message 2.a in Figure 1). Otherwise, the Router requests a
function pod from the Executor (message 2.b in Figure 1) and then forwards the function call to
the provided pod (message 5 in Figure 1). The Executor provides the requested function pods
in two different ways according to the used Executor type: PoolManager or NewDeploy. Pool-
Manager maintains pools of warm generic containers and warm function containers in order to
provide low cold start latencies [27] and start functions quickly (message 3.a in Figure 1). How-
ever, PoolManager doesn’t allow selecting multiple pods per function, which limits its usefulness
during high traffic. NewDeploy creates Kubernetes service to loadbalance the requests between

Inria
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Figure 1: Simplified Fission Architecture

function pods and provides a Horizontal Pod Autoscaler to execute a function and adjust the
number of pods to the traffic (message 3.b in Figure 1). The official version of Fission comes
with a retry-based fault-tolerance mechanism that we describe in the next section.

4 Existing Fault-tolerance mechanisms in Fission
We present in this section two existing fault-tolerance mechanisms implemented in Fission: the
native Retry mechanism implemented in most FaaS platforms including Fission (Section 4.1),
and the Active-Standby approach, an enhanced version of the one proposed in our previous
work [15] (Section 4.2).

4.1 Retry

The retry fault-tolerance mechanism is the native fault-tolerance mechanism in Fission and
consists basically in restarting the entire submission process of a failed request. The retry
mechanism used in Fission works as shown in Figure 2. When a function call is received, the
Router forwards it to the corresponding function pod, as described in Section 3. If the function
execution fails, the Router retries to forward again the function call until receiving a response from
the function execution or reaching the maximum number of retries set by the administrator [28].
If all the retries fail or the received response is an error, Fission assumes that the function pod
doesn’t exist anymore. Thus, the Router asks the Executor for a new service for the function.
Then, it retries to forward the function call to the new function service and so on until the
request is served.

4.2 Active-Standby

In the context of FaaS, the Active-Standby mechanism consists in creating two function service
instances. The first one is active and serves all requests during normal usage. The second
one is passive (on standby). The two instances are connected by a heartbeat mechanism that
continually checks their connectivity and status. If the heartbeat of one instance is not received

RR n° 9444
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Router Executor
function call

function address exists in cache ?
Opt

get new service for function
 function servicecreate

add service address to cache

forward request

 function service

response

[function service doesn’t exist in cache]

Alt [failure] && [retries < maxRetries]

[(failure) & (retries ≥ maxRetries)] OR [network dial error]
remove service cache entry

[other]deliver

1

2

Ref Go to  1

Ref Go to  2

retries++

Figure 2: Fault-tolerance protocol with the Retry mechanism

within a configured amount of time, an action is triggered depending on the identity of the
unreachable instance. If the passive instance is unreachable, another passive instance is created.
If the active instance is unreachable, the standby instance is activated to serve incoming requests
and another passive instance is created.

To implement the Active-Standby mechanism in Fission, we use the NewDeploy executor
type as it supports creating replicas of function pods. In this approach, two function pods are
created (ie,. active and passive) and both support the Kubernetes Readiness Probe [29] that
indicates when the container is ready to receive requests. For instance, the active pod is marked
in ready state and is therefore ready to receive and serve traffic. The passive pod is in standby
and is marked in not-ready state, so no traffic is forwarded to it. We implemented a new router,
called Router Active-Standby (Router AS), and used it instead of the default Fission Router
(that’s what makes this implementation differs from the one presented in [15]). The Router
AS forwards all received function calls specifically to the active pod, as shown in Figure 3. The
Active-Standby mechanism implemented in Fission works as shown in Figure 4. While the request
is being processed, both active and standby pods send and receive heartbeats to and from each
other for health checks. The heartbeats are performed each second (the minimum configurable
value using Kubernetes Readiness probes). When the active pod is running, the passive pod fails
the readiness probe and stays running in a not-ready state. If the active pod fails, the passive
pod passes the readiness probe and becomes active. Then, another pod is created to replace the
passive pod. The same action happens if the passive pod crashes for any reason.

5 Request Replication for FaaS

This section presents the Request Replication fault-tolerance mechanism and its implementation
in Fission.

Inria
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Figure 3: Overview of the Active-Standby
mechanism in Fission

deliver

 function service
(active instance)

 function service
(passive instance)

Router AS

Par

[active instance failure]

update Pod IP

turn on “ready state”

 function service
(passive instance)

create

 function service
(active instance)

function call
forward request

heartbeats

Alt

 function service
(passive instance)

create

[passive instance failure]

NewDeploy
Executor

                 response

Figure 4: Fault-tolerance protocol with the
Active-Standby mechanism

5.1 Request Replication Principle
Request Replication consists in having K replicas process a request at the same time. The
number of replicas depends on the number of simultaneous failures to be tolerated.

The Request Replication (RR) solution is divided into two phases. First, the client sends a
request, and the request is received and processed simultaneously by all replicas. Second, the
first response produced by any replica is delivered to the client. The client can thus receive a
response despite replica failures.

5.2 Implementation in Fission
To implement the RR approach in Fission, we used the NewDeploy Executor as it allows to create
many pod replicas. We replaced the default Router with a new implemented one, called Router
Request Replication (Router RR). This Router replicates each received request on all function
pod replicas, in order to be processed in parallel. Then it sends the first received response to
the user, as shown in Figure 5. To tolerate K failures using this approach, it is necessary to
have a minimum of K+1 replicas, so that the Router can ensure that the user always receives a
response. Figure 6 illustrates the implemented request replication in Fission.

6 Experimental Setup
In this section we describe the experimental setup for evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed
RR fault-tolerance approach and comparing it with the retry mechanism and the AS approach
in the context of their implementation in Fission.

6.1 Environment
We performed our experiments on the Grid’5000 [30] testbed, an experimental platform that
supports research on all areas of computer science. We used 5 nodes on the Lyon site, each
node having 2 CPUs Intel Xeon E5-2620 v4 with 8 cores/CPU and 64 GB memory, to deploy
Kubernetes [31] (version 1.19). In our cluster we have one node for the Kubernetes master and
we setup another node for Fission AS (Active-Standby), Fission RR (Request Replication) and
the original version of Fission (vanilla). The three other nodes are workers, where the function

RR n° 9444
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Figure 5: Overview of the request replication
mechanism in Fission

               first response

deliver

 function service
(Pod 1)

 function service
(Pod 2)

Router RR

[Pod 1 failure]

 function service
(new pod)

create

function call

        replicate request

NewDeploy
Executor

Alt

               first response

deliver

[no failure]

Figure 6: Fault-tolerance protocol with the
Request Replication mechanism

pod is placed. For each experiment we use either RR, AS or vanilla with version 1.10.0 (the
latest stable release at the time of their implementation). We setup 2 additional nodes; one is
used as client in order to invoke functions and another one to inject faults.

6.2 Applications

We used a CPU-intensive HTTP-Triggered function that computes the Fibonacci sequence (a
series of numbers where each number is the sum of the two preceding ones). Our function takes
n=15 as an input, computing the 15th term of the sequence.

6.3 Workload

The workload is generated with Tsung [32], a high-performance benchmark framework. In our
test, we generated 60000 requests during 10 minutes with 100 concurrent users created every
second.

6.4 Failure Scenarios

We defined three sets of failure scenarios:

• Pod failure: where an application failure is due to a pod failure.

• Node failure: where an application failure is due to a node failure.

• Network delay: where we inject latency to see the impact of network delay on the deployed
application.

In the pod failure and network delay scenarios, we use the Chaos Mesh tool [33] to inject faults
to pods. In the first scenario, the failure is simulated by killing the function pod at the 5th
minute from the beginning of the workload execution. In the second scenario with node failures,
we use a script to crash nodes. The failure is simulated by killing the node hosting the function
instance 5 minutes after the beginning of the workload execution. In the third scenario, we
injected latency at the 5th minute and it lasts for 10 seconds. The injected latency values are
50ms, 100ms and 200ms. We note that the injected latency causes a delay for all responses

Inria



Request Replication for FaaS Fault Tolerance 9

coming from the function pod. In the three scenarios, the failure is injected in the active pod
for AS and in one of the two pods for RR. Each scenario has been repeated at least 5 times for
each version of Fission (i.e,. vanilla, AS and RR). The averages of the measurements are shown
in the illustrated results.

6.5 Metrics
We evaluate our solution using three categories of metrics:

• Performance: The performance is measured using throughput and response time values.
The throughput is the number of requests served per second, and the response time is the
time between a user request and the system response.

• Availability: The availability is measured using the recovery time, which is the time between
the first reaction to failure and the time when the service is available again. We also capture
the failed requests (those with HTTP 5xx response code) to calculate the error rate.

• Resource consumption: The resource consumption is measured as the amount of CPU and
memory consumed by the 5 nodes during the execution of the workload.

7 Experimental Results
This section presents the results obtained from the experimental comparison of our proposed
strategy RR with the existing approaches AS and retry.

7.1 Performance Results
7.1.1 Results with no failures

Figure 7 shows the response time for Fission AS, vanilla and Fission RR with no failures. In this
figure we can notice that Fission RR is slightly faster than Fission AS and vanilla because once
it receives the first response from one of the function replicas, it forwards it to the user. Vanilla
is slightly slower. This maybe be explained by the use of the Kubernetes service to send the
request to the pod belonging to the function, which adds another hop compared to AS and RR.

For the throughput, AS, vanilla and RR handle the same throughput with values around 100
request/sec (the expected throughput)

As a conclusion we can say that RR performs better than AS and vanilla in terms of response
time when there are no failures.

7.1.2 Results with failures

1. Pod Failure Scenario

Figures 8 and 9 illustrate the throughput and response time of AS, vanilla and RR with
a pod failure. In Figure 8, we can observe a small degradation in the throughput of AS.
This is because of the failover of the active pod to the standby pod. We also notice a
degradation in the throughput of vanilla when the pod fails at 300s as there is no available
pod to serve the requests. RR provides stable throughput despite the pod failure since all
traffic is executed by the healthy replica.

In Figure 9, we notice some spikes in the response time of vanilla during almost 30 seconds.
This is attributed to that once the pod failure is detected, the router starts the retries.

RR n° 9444



10 Bouizem & Dib & Parlavantzas & Morin & Lahfa

Figure 7: Response time of AS, vanilla and RR with no failure

When the function pod recovers, we see that the response time drops off at around 7ms.
In contrast, RR and AS provide stable response times with values around 5ms.

Figure 8: Throughput of AS, vanilla and RR
with pod failure

Figure 9: Response time of AS, vanilla and RR
with pod failure

2. Node Failure Scenario
Figures 10 and 11 present performance results of AS, vanilla and RR with a node failure.
Figure 10 shows a degradation in the throughput with AS when the node hosting the active
pod crashes. This is because of the required actions to switch the passive pod to active.
In vanilla, the throughput drops when the function pod stops serving requests. The router
then starts the retries and the requests are queued until a new pod starts running on a
healthy node. This causes a spike in throughput that reaches 1300 requests/sec, and then
drops back to a normal state. The throughput of RR remains constant because the failure
is masked by the presence of the other replica that continues to process the user’s requests.
Figure 11 shows spikes in the latency of vanilla. This is because the router retries many
requests, where the wait time is increased exponentially after every attempt. We assume
that the response time of the queued requests is increased when the pod recovers. The
response time of AS and RR is stable since the requests are served by the standby pod in
AS and by the second replica in RR.

3. Network Delay Scenario

Inria



Request Replication for FaaS Fault Tolerance 11

Figure 10: Throughput of AS, vanilla and RR
with node failure

Figure 11: Response time of AS, vanilla and
RR with node failure

We injected separately three latency values: 50ms, 100ms and 200ms. Figures 12, 13, and
14 show the response time of AS, vanilla and RR with the injected latency values. When
we increase the value of latency, we can see a significant change in the response time of
vanilla. For example, 200ms of latency doubles the response time of vanilla from 500ms to
1000ms (see Figures 13 and 14 ). The reason for this behaviour is that the router retries
requests with exponential backoff, increasing the waiting time between retries which leads
to performance degradation. Looking at the response time of AS, we notice a peak when
the latency is added because the active pod responds too late.

In RR, we see no impact on the response time when we add latency on one of the replicas,
because the delay of a single replica is masked by the fast response of the other replica.

7.2 Availability Results

7.2.1 Recovery time

The recovery time is the time required for a service to recover from failures and becomes available
again. This covers the time between failure detection and the time when the service becomes
fully operational. It is measured for the three approaches as follows: For vanilla, after the failure,
the pod becomes unhealthy (see Figure 15). In reaction to that failure, the router retries the
failed requests. When the maximum number of retries is reached, the pod is considered as failed
and the service URL is deleted from the router cache. The service becomes available again when
a new pod is created and added to the router cache.

For AS, the failure is detected by the heartbeat mechanism (see Figure 16). The reaction is
the failover to the standby pod and the update of the router cache. Once the router cache is
updated with the IP address of the active pod (Active-IP), the service becomes available.

For RR, no recovery is necessary as the failure of one of the replicas does not effect service
availability (see Figure 17). The service remains available because the Pod2 serves the requests.

1. Pod Failure Scenario

Table 1 presents the recovery time of AS, vanilla and RR with a pod failure. The measured
recovery time for AS is significantly lower than for vanilla. The reason is that with AS,
there is already a standby pod, and the service is recovered as soon as the standby detects
the failure of the active pod. In contrast, recovery with vanilla depends on the repair of
the failed pod. For RR, the second replica continues to serve requests. Therefore, for this

RR n° 9444
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Figure 12: Response time with 50ms of latency

Figure 13: Response time with 100ms of latency

Figure 14: Response time with 200ms of latency

Figure 15: Recovery time in vanilla

Inria
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Figure 16: Recovery time in AS

Figure 17: Recovery time in RR

approach, recovery time is zero.

Table 1: Recovery Time with AS, vanilla and RR in pod failure

Fission vanilla Fission AS Fission RR

7s 1.81s 0s

2. Node Failure Scenario
Table 2 presents the recovery time of AS, vanilla and RR with node failure. The recovery
time for vanilla is significantly higher than that for AS and RR. AS takes seconds to recover
from a node crash, whereas vanilla takes more than 2 minutes. RR recovery time is 0 (no
unavalability of the service).

Table 2: Recovery Time with AS, vanilla and RR in node failure

Fission vanilla Fission AS Fission RR

2m19s 2.80s 0s

7.2.2 Error rate

1. Pod Failure Scenario

RR n° 9444



14 Bouizem & Dib & Parlavantzas & Morin & Lahfa

To analyze the number of failed requests, we count the number of requests with a response
of 5xx. Table 3 summarises the error rates of AS, vanilla, and RR with pod failures. Vanilla
has a 0.01% error rate (i.e., some HTTP requests failed with code 502). The error rate for
AS and RR is 0% (i.e., all requests succeeded with a returned code 200).

Table 3: Error rate of all requests for vanilla, AS and RR with pod failures

Fission vanilla Fission AS Fission RR

0.01% 0% 0%

2. Node Failure Scenario

Table 4 shows the error rate of AS, vanilla, and RR with a node failure.

In this scenario, errors occur with the requests due to the node crash in vanilla with an
error rate of 1.26%. Once the requests are retried, some of them return a 502 status code.
AS and RR have 0% of error rate, as both tolerate better a node crash by the presence of
a replica, so all requests are served with success and return the code 200

Table 4: Error rate of all requests for vanilla, AS and RR with node failure

Fission vanilla Fission AS Fission RR

1.26% 0% 0%

7.3 Resource Consumption Analysis
We measure CPU and memory usage in order to analyse the amount of resources that are
required to realize fault tolerance for each approach. Figures 18 and 19 show CPU and memory
consumption, respectively, for AS, vanilla and RR without and with failures (pod and node
failures). This is the overall CPU and memory usage of the 5 nodes hosting Kubernetes and the
Fission platform during the execution of the workload.

In the three scenarios (i.e., no failure, pod failure, node failure), we observe that RR consumes
more CPU and memory compared to vanilla and AS. In the case when there are no failures, for
example, the overhead of using RR is 64% in CPU and 40% in memory consumption compared
to vanilla. This is because of the additional resources allocated to the second replica. In vanilla,
only one replica executes requests. AS has an overhead of 58% in CPU consumption and 31%
in memory consumption compared to vanilla. Note that in AS, the standby replica is hot, which
means that it is loaded in memory. The replica does not process requests (like the active replica
of RR), but it does perform regular heartbeats, which consumes resources.

Figures 20, 21, and 22 show the average CPU consumption over time for the Kubernetes
master node, the Fission node, and the 3 worker nodes for all approaches with a pod failure.

The CPU consumption of AS and RR are similar and vanilla shows the lowest CPU utiliza-
tion. We notice that on average, the coordinator nodes (i.e., master and Fission nodes) need
more resources compared to the worker nodes because the services that manage the cluster are
located in the master and the services that manage the functions are located in the Fission node.
Especially for AS and RR, their coordinator nodes are experiencing high CPU usage compared
to vanilla. This is due to the CPU consumption of the Router in the Fission node when calling
the Kubernetes API server to get updates on the IPs of the function pods.

Inria
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When looking at the CPU consumption of worker 2 and worker 3 in AS (see Figure 21), we
note that after the failure, the CPU usage of worker 3 starts to grow while the CPU usage of
worker 2 goes down, which reflects the behavior of the failover to the standby pod.

In RR, when the pod1 fails, another one is created in the same node (worker2) and we observe
a very short peak in the CPU at the 6th minute, as shown in Figure 22.

Figure 18: CPU consumption in AS, vanilla
and RR without and with failures (pod and
node failure)

Figure 19: Memory consumption in AS, vanilla
and RR without and with failures (pod and
node failure)

8 Lessons Learned

From our experimental comparison of the three fault-tolerance mechanisms (i.e., Retry, Active-
Standby and Request Replication), we note that each mechanism has different properties and
is most effective under different conditions. The Retry mechanism is well suited for transient
faults that last a short time. This approach consumes less resources and is thus more energy-
efficient than the Active-Standby and the Request Replication mechanisms. The Active-Standby
mechanism offers better availability for long-lasting faults, compared to the Retry mechanism,
but at the cost of higher resource consumption. For instance, in our experiments, the Active-
Standby mechanism consumes more than two times the CPU consumed by the Retry mechanism.
The Request Replication mechanism offers the best availability for any fault duration. Indeed,
when the fault does not affect all replicas, there is almost no impact on the overall availability.
This mechanism also offers the best, and most stable performance. On the other hand, the
mechanism incurs the highest resource consumption. In general, we observe that availability and
resource consumption in the three approaches are inversely related.

In the presented experiments, the three approaches were tested with a stateless and idempo-
tent application, where the same input always gives the same output. As future work, we plan to
investigate the behavior of these approaches with other application types, such as stateful FaaS
applications. With these applications, state is typically maintained in external storage services,
such as NoSQL databases [25]. Using RR for such applications seems challenging. The reason is
that concurrent access will increase the load on the storage service and introduce overhead for
maintaining consistency. This may result in reduced performance in the case of normal, fault-free
operation compared to using AS or Retry. Integrating caching into the stateful functions could
mitigate this problem [34].

Given the trade-offs between the different fault-tolerance mechanisms, we believe that a FaaS
platform should simultaneously support multiple mechanisms, such as Retry, AS and RR, and
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Figure 20: CPU consumption per node in
vanilla with pod failure

Figure 21: CPU consumption per node in AS
with pod failure

Figure 22: CPU consumption per node in RR
with pod failure

use one or another according to specific factors. These factors may include performance, avail-
ability, and resource consumption requirements, application types, fault models, and operating
conditions, such as network latencies.

9 Conclusion and future work

This paper proposed the integration of an active replication fault-tolerance approach (RR) in
FaaS platforms. This RR approach was experimentally compared with a passive replication
approach (AS) and the basic retry mechanism, in terms of different metrics, and under different
failure scenarios.

The obtained results highlighted the differences among the three approaches. Notably, they
showed that the retry mechanism is not sufficient for providing high availability. The reason is
that the default behavior of retry results in significant recovery time in the case of node failures.
The retry mechanism is better suited for transient failures as seen in the network delay scenario.
With AS, recovery time is decreased because the service becomes available as soon as the standby
replica detects the failure of the active replica. With RR, the service always remains available as
long as another replica continues to respond to users and recovery does not depend on replacing
the faulty replica.

In our future work, we plan to investigate adaptive techniques for fault tolerance in FaaS
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environments. Applying such techniques will support automatically selecting the appropriate
fault-tolerance mechanism based on the type of FaaS application (e.g., stateful or stateless), user
requirements (e.g., performance, availability, resource consumption) and operating conditions
(e.g., fault rates, network latencies).
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